Last Words Dutch Schultz Fiction Form
the last words of dutch schultz: deathbed autobiography ... - the last words of dutch schultz in e. l.
doctorow's billy bathgate (1989) represent a message as cryptic as the one in morris' painting. for doctorow's
title character, schultz's last words are a verbal treasure map containing the key to riches, not so much by
systematic direction as by the last words of dutch schultz: a fiction in the form of ... - the last words of
dutch schultz: a fiction in the form of a film script, william s. burroughs the last words of dutch schultz: a fiction
in the form of a film script, 1993, arcade publishing, 1993, 115 pages, 1559702117, 9781559702119, william s.
burroughs, before he was gunned down in the palace chop house in newark, new jersey, in october ... third
mind books catalog no. 8 - "the last words of dutch schultz" was first published in britain in a trade edition &
a limited, signed and numbered edition of 100 in 1970 (see maynard & miles a17 pp. 66-69). the edition
offered here (1) is the british trade softcover edition published by john calder in 1986. (see shoaf pg. 35, 19j.).
dutch schultz case nearing a close. may go to jury tomorrow - dutch schultz case nearing a close. may
go to jury tomorrow the defense upon which arthur (dutch schultz) flegenheimer seemed ready to stake his
fate in his second income tax evasion trial, was shaken under the rough cross-examination of milton bernard, a
tax consultant, at the* hands of mar-tin conboy, chief government prosecutor yesterday. how burroughs
plays with the brain, or ritornellos as a ... - "how burroughs plays with the brain, or ritornellos as a means
to produce déjà-vu" ... how burroughs plays with the brain, or ritornellos as a means to produce déjà-vu ...
"jamais vu" as narrative devices throughout the creative process of a work known as the last words of dutch
schultz: a fiction in the form of a film script (1975). beat writers collection - iwu - beat writers collection
illinois wesleyan university tate archives and special collections march 2019 . this collection is primarily
comprised of monographs and periodicals created by writers ... burroughs, william the last words of dutch
schultz: a fiction in the form of a film script london: cape, 1970. william s. burroughs papers 1951-1972 1970 publishes the last words of dutch schultz. 1971 publishes the wild boys: a book of the dead. 1973
publishes port of saints and exterminator! (with gysin). 1974-81 returns to new york. divides his time for the
next several years between toward a uni ed theory of high-energy - j psychoceramics - therefore, in
nova express, burroughs deconstructs the textual paradigm of narrative; in the last words of dutch schultz,
although, he reiterates neocultural discourse. the subject is interpolated into a subtextual libertarianism that
includes truth as a reality. catalog no. 2 - third mind books - includes two contributions by william s.
burroughs, an early version of the last words of dutch schultz with illustrations by editor-publisher jeff nuttall,
& letter to sunday times apamorphine times. with an illustrated page from the victorian-era my own magazine
stapled to the front cover; various geometric shapes cut out of front two pages.
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